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Digital Endangered Language Archive (DELA): A facility whose primary mission is the preservation of digital data in or about endangered and/or 

minority languages. Digital materials and their metadata can be accessed to some extent via the Internet. Most such facilities have the ability to create 
digital surrogate files from original analog media.

Accessibility: The ability and the right to access something (via the Internet).

Language Researchers
Informed Consent: Obtain informed consent 

from EVERY research participant. Make sure s/he 

understands that all data (audio & video recordings, 

transcriptions & translations, notes,  photos, etc.) will 

go into an archive.

IRB (U.S.) and Other Permissions: 
Accessibility of language materials in an archive might 

be influenced by legal restrictions and ethical 

considerations put in place by a U.S. university’s 

Internal Review Board (that grants permission for 

researchers to work with human subjects), the research 

host country or community, or some other entity.

Funding Obligations: The funder of the 

research might impose some sort of accessibility 

clause, e.g., all data collected with the funds must be 

open to and accessible by the public.

Access Embargoes: Restrict access for a short 

period of time (1-5 years) while researcher completes 

research project.

Archive Employees
File Formats: DELAS use only digital formats that 

can be read by free or readily available programs; 

No proprietary formats!

• Archival format: the uncompressed file that is 

preserved (.wav, .mpg, .tif).

• Access or Presentation format: a smaller or 

compressed copy of the archival file that is stored online 

and used for easy and quick access 

(.mp3, .mp4, .pdf/a).

Intellectual Property: Any creation of the mind.

Copyright: Legal protection given to a content creator 

as soon as that content is fixed in a tangible medium (e.g., 

writing, audio or video recording, etc.). Copyright laws vary 

from country to country. A type of Intellectual Property.

Cultural Property: Tangible or intangible property 

that holds special significance to a particular group of 

people.

Levels of Access/Restriction: Each archive has 

its own system, which might include (or not) access 

embargoes.

Gatekeepers: Archive employees must negotiate 

access between language researchers, community members 

or organizations, and archive users.
Community Members

Personal Wishes: Speaker might wish to

• remain anonymous or

• restrict access to some/all of his/her recordings for 

various reasons, e.g. embarrassing, malicious or 

incriminating content.

Obligation to the Past: Historic traditional 

reasons should be taken into consideration, e.g.,

• esoteric or taboo language,

• seasons for telling certain stories.

Obligation to the Future: What if the only 

records of the language are recordings of esoteric 

language? Should such materials be made accessible 

in order to save the language?

Local vs. Non-local Archives: Very strict 

access restrictions put unrealistic or unmanageable 

burden of control on staff of NON-LOCAL (e.g., public 

or university) archives. Extremely sensitive materials 

are best handled by a LOCAL archive that is familiar 

with the traditions of the speech community.

Archive Users
Who are they? Researchers, students, teachers, 

grant administrators, (heritage) language speakers, 

community members, artists, activists, people 

interested in a particular language, ANYONE!

Open Access: Internet users want to be able to 

access EVERYTHING with no restrictions.

Fair Use: The limited use of copyrighted material 

without first obtaining permission from the copyright 

holder. Archive users must

• follow copyright laws and respect all intellectual 

and cultural property, and

• cite archival resources following the DELA’s 

citation guidelines.

User Agreement: Each DELA has its own 

terms and conditions that archive users must agree to 

follow before they can access the language materials.
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